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Question 1 (10 points): 
 

1. An ethical issue is a problem, situation, or opportunity that requires an individual, group, or 
organization to choose among several actions that must be evaluated as right or wrong, ethical 
or unethical.    
 

2. People are morally autonomous when their moral conduct and principles of action are their 
own.   
 

3. Universalizability may not be used for setting ethical or legal precedents.   
 

4. Adopting a progress attitude towards the environment may be qualified as aspirational ethics.  
 

5.  Utilitarianism and respect for persons are two legal theories that are used to solve ethical 
dilemmas.     
 

6. Non-anthropocentric ethics holds that at least some natural objects other than human beings 
have intrinsic value.   
 

7. Self-deception involved in normalizing deviance won’t limit the ability of engineers to 
correctly anticipate risk.   
 

8. Energy conservation is a progressive attitude toward the environment while participating with 
government in creating laws regulating chemicals is not.   
 

9. Respect for person and respect for nature are both reason for adopting the progressive attitude 
toward environment.    
 

10. With the creative middle ways solution, you should keep in mind that Moral Laxism and 
Moral Rigorism should be adopted.   

 
 

Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Answer T T F T F T F F T F 
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Question 2 (30 points) 
 

Choose the correct answer. Only one answer may be marked. Questions with more than 
one answer will automatically get a zero mark.  Wrong answers do not penalize correct 
ones. The weight for each question is 2 points. 

 
1. The accepted standards of right and wrong that are usually applied to personal 

behavior are: 
A. Etiquettes. 
B. Ethics. 
C.  Laws. 
D. Morals. 

 
2. An ethical theory that seeks to create the most good for the most people is: 

A. Basic rights. 
B. Utilitarianism. 
C. Respect for persons. 
D. None of the above. 

 
3.  Creative middle way between conflicting values is a resolution for ethical dilemmas in which: 

A. Utilitarianism and respect for persons ideals converge. 
B. Utilitarianism over rules the respect for persons ideal. 
C. Utilitarianism and respect for persons ideals diverge. 
D. All of the above. 

 
4. Line drawing techniques are used in the analysis of ethical dilemmas to determine all of the 

following except: 
A. Malicious intent. 
B. The rightness or wrongness of a course of action. 
C. If the course of action may be ethically justified. 
D. Negative and positive paradigm cases. 

 
5. A situation in which an engineer’s loyalty and obligations may be compromised 

because of self-interests or other loyalties and obligations would be best described as: 
A. Conceptual issue. 
B. Conflict of interest. 
C. Concern of interest. 
D. Interaction rules. 

 
6. From an engineering perspective, in order to recognize whether a risk is ethically 

acceptable, the focus should be on:   
A. Factors that can be quantified. 
B. Private welfare rather than social welfare. 
C. Free consent of individuals. 
D. Effect of risk on the capabilities of people to live the kind of life they value. 

 
7. In science and engineering it is considered ethically wrong to: 

A. Compile data. 
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B. Process data. 
C. Plagiarize. 
D. All of the above. 

8. Self-deception involved in normalizing deviance from proper standards of safety and 
acceptable risk can limit the ability of engineers to correctly: 

A. Anticipate risk. 
B. Avoid liability. 
C. Perform under pressure. 
D. None of the above. 

 
9.  In the determination of acceptable risk, the lay public considers as important: 

A. Understanding risks in terms of probability and impact.  
B. The cost benefits implications of risks. 
C. Appropriate compensation. 
D. All of the above. 

 
10. Intentionally violating the rules of fair play in any academic exercise such as copying 

from another student during a test would be considered as: 
A. Deceiving. 
B. Cheating. 
C. Fraud. 
D. Bribery. 

 
11. Increasing the allowable deviations from proper  standards of safety and acceptable 

risk is: 
A. Normalization of deviance. 
B. Exaggeration of deviance. 
C. Estimating of evidence. 
D. Overestimating of evidence. 

 
12. Intentionally or negligently submitting others’ work as one’s own such as quoting the 

words of others without using quotation marks and citing the source would be 
considered as: 

A. Recklessness. 
B. Excerpt. 
C. Scientific research. 
D. Plagiarism. 

 
13. All of the followings are areas in which responsible engineers might be involved in 

organizational disobedience except for: 
A. Disobedience by contrary action. 
B. Disobedience by nonparticipation. 
C. Disobedience by competency. 
D. Disobedience by protest.   
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14. A bribe or extorted money, usually relatively small in amount, provided to a low-
level government official or business person, in order to expedite a business 
decision, shipment, or other transaction would be considered as a: 

A. Nepotism payment. 
B. Current payment. 
C. Grease payment. 
D. Paternalism payment. 

 
15. The practice among those with power or influence of favoring relatives or 

friends, especially by giving them jobs is: 
A. Extortion. 
B. Nepotism. 
C. Paternalism. 
D. Exploitation. 

 
Question 3 (20 points): 
 
Saleh, an electrical engineer with LebTech, is assigned as an inspector by the Lebanese 
Ministry of Electricity and Water to perform certain inspection on related governmental 
projects as a part timer. At a point, Saleh is assigned to inspect an electricity project done by 
his company, LebTech, that he has worked on before. After knowing he is going to inspect his 
own work, should Saleh proceed with his inspection? Justify your answer.  
 
Question 3 Solution 
 

 
Based on the Fundamental Canon 4 of the NSPE code, it states that: "Engineers shall disclose 
all known or potential conflicts of interest to their employers or clients by promptly informing 
them of any business association, interest, or other circumstances which could influence or 
appear to influence their judgment or the quality of their services."  
In this case, there is a clear conflict of interest. That conflict might make Saleh’s inspection 
unethical and questionable. The conflict of interest is there because Saleh is going to inspect 
his company’s work which in contrary he is hired by and getting paid. Having said so, Saleh 
might be more lenient to protect his company’s work and not to perform the proper inspection 
needed by the ministry.  
To make his case ethically accepted and his decision unbiased due to the conflict interest, 
Saleh should have informed the ministry about such conflict of interest or at least find another 
inspector to do it to avoid later disclosure that might make his effort questionable. After 
informing the clients about the conflict of interest, it is up to the client to decide whether they 
are willing to risk the objectivity or any possible corruption of the professional’s judgment 
that such a conflict of interest might cause. Thus, the free and informed consent of client is 
preserved.  
On the top of that, even though Saleh might be objective in his study, but the conflict of 
interest could decrease the confidence of the public in the objectivity and trustworthiness of 
professional services and thus harms both the profession and the public.  Therefore, it is best 
for the government and Saleh to use caution regarding even the appearance of a conflict of 
interest. 
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Question 4 (20 points): 
 
Apple acquires Artificial Intelligence (AI) company Lattice 
Data, a specialist in unstructured ‘dark data’, for $200M. 
 
Posted on 13-5-2017 by Ingrid Lunden (TechCrunch). 
 

 

As large tech companies gear up to make a stronger push into machine learning and artificial 
intelligence, Apple has acquired a company to fill out its own capabilities in the area. 
Specifically, Apple has picked up Lattice Data, a company that applies an AI-enabled 
inference engine to take unstructured, “dark” data and turn it into structured (and more usable) 
information. We’ve heard from a single source that Apple has paid a price of around $200 
million.  The deal was closed a couple of weeks ago, the source said, and about 20 engineers 
have joined the larger company.  A source first alerted us to this, and we’ve received the 
standard Apple confirmation. “Apple buys smaller technology companies from time to time 
and we generally do not discuss our purpose or plans,” an Apple spokesperson told 
TechCrunch. 

Lattice quietly raised at least $20 million funding from investors last year. Lattice was 
founded in 2015 and has largely remained under the radar, but it has a notable percentages. 

What exactly is dark data?  Our connected, digital world is producing data at an accelerated 
pace: there were 4.4 zettabytes of data in 2013, and that’s projected to grow to 44 zettabytes 
by 2020, and IBM estimates that 90 percent of the data in existence today was produced in the 
last two years.  But between 70 and 80 percent of that data is unstructured — that is, “dark” 
— and therefore largely unusable when it comes to processing and analytics. Lattice uses 
machine learning to essentially put that data into order and to make it more usable. 

Think of it in terms of a mixture of data without labels, categorization or a sense of context —
 but with a certain latent value that could be unlocked with proper organization.  The 
applications of the system are manifold (of different use): they can be used in international 
policing and crime solving, such as this work in trying to uncover human trafficking; in 
medical research; and it also could be used to help train AI systems by creating more useful 
data feeds. 

It’s unclear who Lattice has been working with, or how Apple intends to use the technology. 
Our guess is that there is an AI play here: Our source said that Lattice had been “talking to 
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other tech companies about enhancing their AI assistants,” including Amazon’s Alexa and 
Samsung’s Bixby, and had recently spent time in South Korea. 

 We are living in an era defined and shaped by data. Data makes the world go round. It is 
politics, it is culture, it is everyday life and it is business. Our data-flooded era is one of 
technological progress, with tides rising at a never seen before speed. Roles, rights and 
responsibilities are reorganized and new ethical questions posed. Data ethics must and will be 
a new compass to guide us. 

Two decades ago, environmental reporting was something quite new, and many companies 
did not take being “green” very seriously. There was growing concern among good-
intentioned citizens, but many didn’t know how to act on it. Today, those same worried 
individuals can sort their garbage, eat organic foods, take warm, solar-powered showers and 
drive electric cars. 

Companies also take the environment seriously. Not only because those with a direct effect on 
the environment are required to report to the authorities, but because green business practices 
are sound business practices. Being eco-friendly has become an investor demand, a legal 
requirement, a thriving market and a clear competitive advantage. Data ethics will develop 
similarly — just much faster. 

 
Based on the presented case, address the questions in the solution section. 

 
Question 4 Solution 

a) Data is an asset, but it is also a risk. What is the ethical dilemma in Apple’s action in 
buying artificial Intelligence start-up Lattice? In your opinion, is there a need for 
ethics in Artificial Intelligence to handle such risks?  (10 points) 

In the wake of today’s rapid technological development, human and ethical dilemmas 
emerge. Data, personal data included, can have many positive uses and outcomes, but 
there are also many risks in a data-driven business process. 

Individuals and consumers aren’t simply concerned about a lack of control over their 
personal data (their privacy), they’re starting to take action on it and react with protests, ad 
blockers and encrypted services. A need for a new data protection regulatory framework 
which encourages the development of privacy by default infrastructure has become 
inevitable. Across the globe, we’re seeing a data ethics paradigm shift take the shape of a 
social movement, a cultural shift and a technological and legal development that 
increasingly places humans at the center. 

Industry has had to adapt to these requirements not only with targeted risk assessment and 
management, but by innovating and evolving in new ways. Also, to expand the autonomy 
of its engineers in the work place and adopt the moral standards.  It will have to do the 
same in a data-saturated environment, with data ethics as a guide. For that, it is more 
appropriate to combine both models the professional and the business one for the sake of 
abstaining from the invasion of privacy or breaching confidentiality or sometimes 
disclosing valuable and protectable business information. 
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Businesses are starting to feel this shift. Not as an “either/or;” either we use data or we 
don’t, but rather they’re gaining awareness about data from an ethical perspective, 
gradually moving away from an overbearing focus on big data and embracing 
sustainable data use. Visionary companies are already positioning themselves within this 
movement and investments in companies with data ethics are on the rise. We’re seeing an 
increasing number of businesses take the development of privacy technology as a direct 
point of departure, along with the value of individual data control. 

 
b) What is the preferable model for handling ethical dilemma; professional or business 

model? Explain. (10 points) 
 

Ethical companies in today’s big data era are doing more than just complying with data 
protection legislation. They also follow the spirit and vision of the legislation by listening 
closely to their customers. They’re implementing credible and clear transparency policies 
for data management. They’re only processing necessary data and developing privacy-aware 
corporate cultures and organizational structures. Some are developing products and services 
using Privacy by Design. 

Adopting the professional model is not only crucial for company’s degree of “data ethics 
awareness” for survival in a market where consumers progressively set the bar, it’s also 
necessary for society as a whole. It plays a similar role as a company’s environmental 
conscience — essential for company survival, but also for the planet’s welfare. Yet there isn’t 
a one-size-fits-all solution, perfect for every ethical dilemma. We’re in an age of 
experimentation where laws, technology and, perhaps most importantly, our limits as 
individuals are tested and negotiated on a daily basis. 

It’s fundamentally important to us to make the invisible visible and, as such, provide the right 
tools to build something new: data-ethical services, businesses and products based on a 
paradigm shift in the way we approach digital data. 

 
Question 5 (20 points) 
 
Edward Snowden: Leaks That Exposed US Spy Program 
 
Edward Joseph Snowden (born June 21, 1983) is an American computer professional, a 
former CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) employee, and a former NSA (National Security 
Agency) contractor who exposed NSA classified information about its spying programs 
without authorization. Snowden, is behind the biggest intelligence leak in the NSA's history. 
In June 2013, Snowden revealed thousands of classified NSA documents to journalists: Glenn 
Greenwald, Laura Poitras, and Ewen MacAskill that were published later in The Guardian, 
The Washington Post, Der Spiegel, and The New York Times. He handed over materials from 
one of the world's most secretive organizations, NSA. Snowden revealed numerous global 
surveillance programs that are mainly run by NSA and the Five Eyes Intelligence Alliance 
with the cooperation of telecommunication companies and European governments. 
 
From Snowden’s perspective: “My sole motive is to inform the public as to that which is done 
in their name and that which is done against them.”  He also mentioned that “I can't in good 
conscience allow the US government to destroy privacy, internet freedom, and basic liberties 
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for people around the world with this massive surveillance machine they're secretly building.” 
In several occasions, Snowden mentioned that before revealing classified information, he had 
reported "clearly problematic programs" to ten officials, who he said did nothing in response. 
 
On June 21, 2013, the U.S. Department of Justice unsealed charges against Snowden of two 
counts of violating the Espionage Act of 1917 and theft of government property. 

 
Based on the presented case, address the questions in the solution section. 
 
Question 5 Solution 
 
a) Many called Snowden a whistleblower who served US citizens by exposing unethical 

behavior on the part of the NSA? (10 points) 
i. How do you ethically justify Snowden as a whistleblower?  (4 points) 

 
A whistleblower is one who reveals wrongdoing within an organization to the public or to 
those in positions of authority out of approved channels. Whistleblowing is considered 
unethical and act of disloyalty if there is no harm to the public or it is not a serious matter. In 
other words, for the whistleblowing to be legitimate, the whistleblower should first report the 
concerns to the superiors and exhaust the available channels internally.  In the case of 
Snowden and based on Snowden’s statement the whistleblowing is ethically founded. First, 
because Snowden had mentioned that before revealing classified information, he had reported 
"clearly problematic programs" to ten officials, whom he said did nothing in response. 
Second, because the matter Snowden was dealing with is very massive, critical, complex, and 
sensitive that is usually not easy to go through regular whistleblowing channels or steps. 
Overall, Snowden by his act was trying to protect the privacy of billions of people and their 
basic rights. 

 
 

ii. How do you classify Snowden’s whistleblowing “Internal” or “External”? 
Justify. (3 points) 

Whistleblowing may be: 
 
Internal:  The alarm about wrongdoing stays within the organization, although the 
whistleblower may bypass his immediate superiors, especially if they are involved in the 
wrongdoing. 
External: Going outside the organization to alert a regulatory organization or the press.  
This maybe may be done: 
Openly: The whistleblower reveals his identity. 
Anonymously: The whistleblower attempts to keep his identity secret. 
Obviously, Snowden went through both. In the beginning, Snowden’s whistleblowing was 
internal. Based on Snowden’s statement that he had reported: "clearly problematic programs" 
to ten officials, who he said did nothing in response. And when he didn’t find any response by 
the organization, he went public and openly, i.e. it is an external whistleblowing and he even 
revealed his identity to make it more credible and official. 
 
 

iii. Was that whistleblowing morally permissible or obligatory? (3 points) 
 

Whistleblowing is morally permissible if the harm that will be done by the product or acts to 
the public is serious and considerable. In that case, the employees must report their concern to 
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their superiors. If no satisfaction from their immediate superiors is received and after they 
exhaust all available channels then whistleblowing is morally permissible. On the other hand, 
whistleblowing is morally obligatory if: the employee has documented evidence that would 
convince a responsible, impartial observer that his view of the situation is correct and the 
company policy is wrong and the employee has strong evidence that making the information 
public will in fact prevent the threatened serious harm. 
 
Obviously, Snowden went through both. In the beginning, Snowden tried and exhausted all 
available, applicable channels but no proper action or response was there. Such carelessness 
forced Snowden to go with the other route. He felt he is obligated to tell the people about such 
problem. He mentioned that “I can't in good conscience allow the US government to destroy 
privacy, internet freedom, and basic liberties for people around the world with this massive 
surveillance machine they're secretly building.”  So, his whistleblowing ended up to be 
morally obligatory 
 

 
 

b) Some others called Snowden a traitor (خائن) because he revealed secretive and 
confidential government projects and that his actions embarrassed his country and 
put US agents abroad at risk? What is your opinion? Justify. (5 points) 

One might argue that the US government is morally justified in violating individuals’ 
rights to privacy to whatever extent for safer nation and by that protecting the public. 
But, Snowden’s whistleblowing was about more complex situation. The NSA program went 
beyond keeping us safe. It limits freedom and defies the basic human need for privacy. 
Basically, NSA’s surveillance program was so invasive of privacy. It was out of duty and 
goodwill. Furthermore, these programs abused humans and looked at them as means; utilizing 
any method just to collect data without any moral concerns.  

 
c) Do you think that utilitarian approach would approve of Snowden’s decision to leak 

NSA confidential materials? Justify. (5 points) 

“Utility . . . holds that actions are right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness, wrong 
as they tend to produce the reverse of happiness.”  If we consider the consequentialist 
utilitarianism approach, then evaluating the results of the NSA’s actions would be the critical 
part. From NSA perspective, if NSA’s surveillance program could save thousands of potential 
deaths and damages due to terrorist attacks, then such programs are good and beneficial. 
Because, protecting lives is more important than the invasion of the privacy of millions. 
Furthermore, many of those privacy invasions may are in a good hand, “US government” 
without and discomfort to the public. Therefore, utilitarianism reasons that invading the 
privacy of billions of people worldwide is morally justified to save the lives of thousands. 


